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SOLUTIONS EVERYWHERE,
YOU CHOOSE, WE BUILD.
ROBUSTNESS, MODULARITY & CUSTOMIZATION

With production and design 100% European, Orthos Mobility has a wide
range of mobility solutions.
In Orthos Mobility you will find extremely good flexibility and fully integrated
production, which minimize the number of accessories, as we use the same
components and accessories across our products, we have a big capability
to customize our products to a single user or to a country’s specifications.
Orthos Mobility’s products last a life time, integrated solutions and custom-made manufacture...

MEET OUR FAMILY
-

Manual Steel Wheelchairs;
Manual Aluminium Wheelchairs;
Power Chairs;
Commodes;

MEET O UR F A M I L Y
MANUAL - STEEL

CELTA COMPACT 3

CELTA COMPACT 3, a resistant
and functional wheelchair made
of steel. Removable and reversible armrests so the user can have
more freedom in movement.

MANUAL - ALUMINIUM

MANUAL - ALUMINIUM

LATINA COMPACT

LATINA COMPACT, lightweight and compact aluminium
wheelchair with triple cross bar. White or grey structure and
black upholstery.

MANUAL - STEEL

LATINA

LATINA, lightweight aluminium wheelchair with triple cross bar
and an attractive design. White or grey structure and black
upholstery. Folding armrest (option: removable) and detachable and height adjustable foot rest, detachable.

CELTA

CELTA, wheelchair with attractive
and flexible design, modern and
robust structure. Ø25mm tubes and
triple cross bar for extra robustness.
Removable armrest with an attractive and flexible design.

POWER - FOLDABLE
POWER - FOLDABLE
AZTECA COMPACT

Robust and practical for indoors as it
is very compact in width. With triple
crossbar and 2 removable batteries.
Detachable and height adjustable
foot rests. Various sizes and options
available.

AZTECA

MANUAL - RIGID AND
STACKABLE

Robust and practical for indoors and outdoors, with triple
crossbar and 2 removable batteries. Detachable and height
adjustable foot rests. Various sizes and options available.

MAIA PLUS
Sturdy and rigid frame, ideal for transport in hospitals,
shopping malls or airports. Front stackable for space optimisation (10 units in 5 meters). With vibrant colours and possibility to apply coin holders and chain.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE
JUST DOWNLOAD OUR CATALOG:

